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By Vince O’Brien*
There is a Hindu fable of four brothers
who decide to make a lion. Each brother
applies a special skill to this project; the
first creates flesh from a single bone, the
second makes the lion’s hair, the third
creates its limbs, and the fourth brother
gives life to the creature. As soon as it comes to life, the lion kills the brothers.
Of all the brothers, the last boy—the one who gave life to the creature—was
considered culpable for the deaths. Without this ultimate step, the lion
would not have lived, and thus would not have killed the boys.

(continued on page 3)
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President’s Letter..continued

(continued from page 1)

There seems to be a parallel, here, to the way some leaders,
law firms, and schools approach the prospect of “giving life”
to social media. Perhaps there is a fear that social media,
once called into being, will do harm to their organizations.
It is somewhat foolhardy for leaders to assume that Lions
cannot be created: Social media, particularly Facebook and
Twitter, pervade every nuance of society and cut across many
cultures throughout the world. It is the current manifestation
of a technology-enabled empowerment that is possibly even
more transformative than the impact of the steam engine on
modern society. It fosters a level of communication that the
world has never seen. It is not education, as such, but it is a
powerful tool that provides a new means by which education
surely is taking place. It is not news, as such, but it is changing
the world.
I am a small-town guy, raised in central Minnesota, who
very much enjoys the rural aspects of my community and
the peaceful, quiet, natural world in which I am fortunate
to live. I also try to be aware of the news, and I appreciate
good journalism. Recently I was fortunate enough to acquire
a BlackBerry at a discount price offered to firefighters, and
have been learning from many of my ACLEA colleagues how
it works. As a passenger on a recent trip to Duluth during
a snowstorm, with cars surrounding the road in ditches, I
used Twitter for the first time. It was Saturday, January 29th,
and of course, tweets were going back and forth about Cairo
and Tahrir Square. I glommed onto a few people who were
spouting unbelievably riveting tweets from the Square—New
York Times columnist Nick Kristof; a columnist from Los
Angeles named Wael Abbasl; Al Jazeerah’s Sherine Tadros;
ABC reporter Lara Setrakian; and Nevine Zaki, a civilian
who had posted a remarkable picture of Egyptian Christians
holding hands to protect praying Egyptian Muslims. For
the rest of that weekend, I would check Twitter to follow
the historic events, managing to become reasonably wellinformed on the pro-Mubarak forces’ use of violence, the
anti-government protests, and many other real-time,
accurate details of what was transpiring eight hours ahead
of Minnesota time, in a somewhat cold Tahrir Square.
Occasionally, the news would come on the television or radio,
and someone would give a produced segment, updating
the situation. Each one of these updates—even the live ones
on CNN—was already out-of-date and less representative
of the events that I knew were happening based on the
tweeting of the “peeps” I was following. It was a fascinating

experience that allowed me depth and analysis with citations
to complete background information as I received constant
real-time updates from people in the Square. In the everevolving aftermath of that complex, peaceful transition, it
is so profoundly clear that communication and the uses of
technology are altering aspects of the entire continuum of
society.
For a law firm, company, or school to suggest that social
media tools are not relevant to their operations seems
incredibly naive.
The Lion is alive.
How we deal with the Lion is up to each of us and our
organizations. At the recent ACLEA meeting in San Francisco,
I was fortunate to attend a session on strategic technology
planning. I am grateful for those who taught the session
and got me in the right frame of mind to approach and deal
with this rapidly evolving world. I am also grateful that I work
for an individual and an organization that allow me to, and
certainly never discourage me from, exploring the many and
varied aspects of Lions everywhere. Shortly after I became
ACLEA’s president, Larry Center mentioned to me (and I
paraphrase his words) that it is an implicit, incumbent duty
of persons with responsibility to use the new technologies so
that we may become familiar with what our organizations and
customers are using.
The fears are real, too.
As author Richard Bach has said,
“Perspective—use it or lose it.”
Thanks to each and every one of you for what you bring to
ACLEA; it is a wonderful laboratory for learning and a great
forum for friendship!
New Lions may be on CLE’s horizon—See you in Boston!

*

Vince O’Brien is President of ACLEA and Assistant Director
at Minnesota CLE.
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Is Online the New Standard for Required Training?
By Brian Giuffrida*
Given the time, budget,
and opportunity to visit an
interesting location where
we could hone professional
skills and network in a
relaxed environment,
many of us would opt in. The problem is that time, budget,
and opportunity don’t always come together for practicing
attorneys. So is it any wonder why, when it comes to
mandatory continuing legal education (MCLE), time-strapped
lawyers are seeking alternatives to in-person events?

“Learn Where You Can” is Now
“Learn Anywhere”
In-person events were once the only option lawyers had
when it came to meeting continuing education requirements.
They are still an important part of CLE, but webcasting of
live events, on-demand webinars, and other forms of online
continuing education have quickly become viable alternatives.
This evolution in the way that continuing education is
delivered has happened for a number of reasons. Beyond
the convenience for busy attorneys and the reduction in law
firm travel budgets, technology has played a huge role in
bringing online CLE to the forefront. The ubiquity
and variety of computing devices, easy access
to the Internet, and huge advances
in video capture and streaming
technology have opened the door
to a whole new level of remote
participation. In addition
to the convergence of
technology and need
for convenience,
there has been a
psychological
shift in how
people use the
Internet. Similar
to the way
the telephone
changed the
definition of a
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conversation, the Internet has not only changed the way
we gather information, it has also changed our definition of
participation.
Take the shift in our perceptions about participation and add
technological advancements that allow for accurate tracking
and testing of participants. This powerful combination has
had a positive effect on how online education is viewed by the
governing bodies that oversee accreditation and certification.
Despite these advances, most states allow attorneys to earn
only a limited number of CLE credits online. However, this
is changing rapidly as shifting demographics are expecting
online access to continue to increase, and experts recognize
that remote attendees are able to participate in CLE at a
very high level. With online tracking and testing, remote
participants, in many cases, are held to higher standards than
in-person participants.

The Bars Step Up
One of the interesting things about webcasting live CLE
events is that it doesn’t appear to have any negative effect on
in-person attendance. Information gathered from hundreds
of webcasts suggests no negative impact on in-person
attendance, while overall attendance is positively—and
significantly—affected. No organization is more
familiar with this phenomenon than the
state bar associations. They were
among the first to offer webcasts
of live events in the CLE space,
and they are still the leaders
in online CLE today. The state
bar associations, because of
their close connection with
the membership base, began
recognizing the need to bring
CLE online almost ten years ago.
This was a groundbreaking move
at the time. Since then, the bar
associations have earned a reputation as
premier online CLE providers. Armed with
sophisticated technology and course content
designed specifically to help members fulfill MCLE
requirements, they are the logical source for online
continuing legal education. A search through the online
catalogs of associations like the Oklahoma Bar and Florida
Bar will turn up hundreds of courses covering all major
practice areas and delivered via a variety of

Is Online the New Standard for Required Training...continued

media—webcasts, webinars, podcasts, and telephone
seminars. Some of the larger bars even have fully equipped
studios that allow them to capture and broadcast their own
programming. And, not only are the vast majority of online
CLE programs self-funding—they produce enough revenue to
fund other important member services.

Where Does Online CLE Go from
Here?
Lawyers, of course, are not the only professionals with
stringent continuing education requirements. Lawyers are
also not the only consumers of online CLE. In the last few
years, professionals who require a basic understanding of
certain regulations or potential legal ramifications to perform
their jobs—bankers, accountants, social workers, and others—
are turning to online CLE. It only makes sense that this
cross-pollination of educational content is happening in other
industries as well.
So the question stands, “Is online the new standard for
required training?” Not yet, but this does not mean that online
CLE isn’t ready for prime time. On the contrary, it is more than
ready to take its place as a worthy alternative to face-to-face
training events. The hold-up is more a function of the slowchanging nature of the rules—in this case, rules surrounding
how many CLE credits can be obtained online. But, as we
mentioned before, this is changing rapidly.

*

Brian Giuffrida is Vice President, Corporate Strategy at
InReach www.inreachce.com.
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Competency Assessment in Law Practice
By Gaye Mara*
With competency models
taking center stage in the
ongoing follow-up to the ALIABA/ACLEA Critical Issues
Summit, it seems useful to
look at what these models
consist of, the status of law offices’ involvement with them,
and how they are being used to assess lawyer competence.
Our view is aided by two recent surveys of law firms on the
subject, one by the NALP Foundation in 2009 and one by my
journal, PD Quarterly, reported in our February 2011 issue (see
the list of references appended to this article for these and the
other publications cited).

The Evolving Law Firm Competency
Model
Elements of the Model
The law firm competency model seems to be evolving very
much along the lines of a template laid out by Peter Sloan
in his book and PD Quarterly article about the competency
model created at his firm Blackwell Sanders LLP (now Husch
Blackwell LLP) with the assistance of the Gallup organization.
The three elements in that model are:
1.

2.

3.

Firm-wide core competencies: Generic, formally
defined performance expectations that apply to lawyers
in all the firm’s practice specialties, and that typically
are modeled on the key capabilities and behaviors
that the firm sees as contributing most to its success.
Legal Writing, for example, might be a firm-wide core
competency for which detailed performance expectations
would be specified.
Practice-area benchmarks: Designated experience
milestones specific to each practice specialty, which mark
the lawyer’s progress in mastering the specialty and often
in mastering the core competencies as well. For example,
drafting specified types of litigation or transactional
documents might be some of the writing-related
benchmarks in a given practice group.
Levels: Designated stages of progressively rising
performance expectations leading to full mastery of the core
competencies and accomplishment of all the applicable
practice-area benchmarks. Depending on the firm, there
may be anywhere from three to five levels (Sloan’s model
had four), beginning with basic expectations for beginning
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lawyers at Level 1. In the most fully developed systems, a
lawyer’s compensation and billing rate rise in tandem with
his/her progress up the levels.
Typical Core Competencies
Drawing on the published models, I compiled the most common
competency categories used in law firms. While the organization
and terminology will vary, you can expect to see the following
broad categories included in every law firm model:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Communications (written and oral);
Research and analysis;
Client service and business development;
Interpersonal skills and teamwork;
Management of people and projects; and
Professionalism/ethics.

One or another of the following, less common categories will
appear in most models (again, terminology will vary):
•
•
•
•
•

Substantive legal knowledge/development in specialty;
Firm citizenship;
Community service;
Judgment; and
Work ethic.

How the Elements Fit Together
To illustrate how the three elements in the model—
competencies, benchmarks, and levels—are supposed to fit
together, let’s expand the previous Legal Writing examples
and look at possible firm-wide core competency definitions
and writing-related benchmarks for a Level 1 associate in the
Real Estate Group. The following are abbreviated versions
adapted from published models cited in the Reference list:
Firm-Wide Core Competency, Legal Writing
(Level 1)
•

Drafts documents free from errors of grammar, usage,
and spelling;
• Demonstrates attention to detail;
• Treats e-mails as written work product; and
• Presents ideas clearly, concisely, and in an organized
manner.
(From Mottershead at 84)

Competency Assessment in Law Practice...continued

Writing-Related Benchmarks, Real Estate
Group (Level 1)
•

Prepare first draft of a standard residential or noncomplex commercial lease;
• Prepare first drafts of non-complex real estate purchase
or sale contracts; and
• Prepare initial drafts of routine closing documents for a
non-complex sale.
(From Sloane 2002 at 61-62)
Ideally, a real estate associate who has met these sorts
of basic expectations for all the Level 1 competencies and
benchmarks would now be ready to move up to Level 2
and a more advanced set of expectations—along with a
correspondingly higher salary and billing rate. In this sort
of level system, in theory, law school class year is irrelevant
and advancement is based instead on achievement of the
competencies and benchmarks.
Notice that quality standards are embedded in the core
competency definition (which uses terms like free from
errors, clear, concise, organized) yet are absent from the
benchmarks, which constitute more of a check-off list without
reference to the quality of the work product. In many firms,
the competency definitions function also as performance
appraisal criteria, unchanged except for the addition of a
rating scale. (Indeed, the appraisal criteria at firms have
always served as an implicit competency model.)

Prevalence of Law Firm Competency
Models
The July 2009 NALP survey confirmed the strength of the
trend toward competency models in law firms, finding that
74% of the responding firms had core competencies either in
place, in development, or planned (p. 5); likewise, 57% had
or planned to implement benchmarks (p. 10). PD Quarterly’s
2011 survey, of a smaller sample of larger firms (the 16
responding firms all had 100 or more lawyers), produced
different percentages but still showed majorities of the larger
firms having or transitioning to both competencies and
benchmarks: 62% for competencies, 67% for benchmarks.
The PD Quarterly survey results confirm that competency
models are a new trend: 75% of our respondents’ existing
models are two years old or less. By contrast, practice
benchmarks have been in place much longer: 80% of the
existing models have been in place for three years or longer
(although only half of them have been implemented across
all practice areas firm-wide).

Corporations made the move to competency models well
before law firms; a major study and literature review found that
by 1998, 80% of corporations had competency applications
in place (Shippmann at 704). However, the corporate models
typically applied only to management positions. They were
used primarily for management development and succession
planning, and were accompanied by other intensive programs
such as leadership training and coaching, assessment centers
with scenario-based testing and observation, and 360-degree
feedback programs.
In government, the only competency model for lawyers that I
was able to discover is a leadership competency model that I’m
told is in development at the U.S. Department of Justice. Thus
it seems that the federal government is following a path similar
to that of the corporations in focusing its attention at the top.
Interestingly, law firms have taken a bottom-up approach to
lawyer competency modeling, the opposite of the corporate
approach. As assumed in the NALP survey and explicitly
confirmed by the PD Quarterly survey, nearly all the law
firm models apply only to associates (sometimes including
staff attorneys) and not to partners. The initial driver for the
creation of the models seems to have been developmental—
for associate training and career development—and to have
come primarily from the professional development function
in firms. On the NALP survey report, the top-scoring answer
to the question “How do you currently use or plan to use core
competencies?” was “professional development initiatives” at
94% (NALP at 6).
I think corporations decided to focus their attention at the
top because the type of program they mounted—not just the
competency model itself, but all the associated development
and assessment programs—is labor-and cost-intensive, and
the focus on a limited number of key positions promised
the best return on the investment. High cost is also true of
many law firm programs, and one would think that making
that investment in partners as well as—or even instead of—
associates could be justified, particularly for those partners
in firm management roles. A competency model for practice
group chairs seems like a good pilot project.

Assessment Applications of
Competencies and Benchmarks
The 2009 NALP Foundation survey, as noted above, reported
that the responding firms’ top use of competencies and
benchmarks was developmental. In terms of assessment, that
survey reported the following additional uses (NALP at 6, 11),
here ranked in descending order:
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Competency Assessment in Law Practice...continued
Table 1

Assessment Use

Competencies

Benchmarks

Evaluations (performance appraisals)

86%

69%

Advancement

65%

55%

Base compensation

52%

42%

Recruiting

51%

29%

Bonus compensation

42%

34%

The 2011 PD Quarterly survey requested additional detail on the assessment uses and found the
following uses by the large firms that had systems already in place (Tables 4 and 5), again ranked in
descending order:

Assessment Use

Competencies

Benchmarks

Performance appraisals

100%

67%

Self-assessment of progress, performance,
and/or development needs

100%

83%

Advancement determinations

80%

42%

Compensation determinations

70%

42%

Mentors’ assessment of mentee progress and
development needs

60%

75%

Partnership selection

60%

33%

Interviewers’ assessment of employment
candidates

40%

25%

Evaluation of successful completion of training

30%

25%

Selection to leadership positions

30%

17%

Admission to leadership development programs

20%

8%
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Competency Assessment in Law Practice...continued

Note the much greater use of competencies for all but
one assessment application (mentors’ assessment of their
mentees). The 100% usage for performance appraisal
is particularly striking. Some likely reasons behind the
preference for competencies over benchmarks in assessment:
1.

2.

3.

As noted earlier, a quality dimension is inherent in most
competency definitions. Indeed, the only change required
to convert most competency descriptions to performance
appraisal criteria is the addition of a rating scale.
Whereas benchmarks differ by practice area, core
competencies provide a consistent standard for
comparison across the firm.
A fair opportunity for everyone to accomplish their
benchmarks can depend on certain types of work being
consistently available—always a challenge in firms and
especially so in the last few years.

Potential Benefits of Competencies
and Benchmarks
What can competencies and benchmarks accomplish? A
coherent and well-implemented system can provide a unifying
framework for all aspects of developing and managing a
firm’s human assets, including:
•

competency-based interviewing of candidates for
employment;
• a training curriculum organized around progressive
development of the competencies;
• mentoring, career development, and self-assessment by
reference to the competencies and benchmarks;
• work allocation: (a) to support associate’s achievement
of the competencies and benchmarks; and (b) to assure
clients of the necessary level of competence on each
engagement;
• competency-based performance appraisal criteria; and
• compensation, billing rates, advancement, and
partnership selection based on achievement of the
appropriate competencies and benchmarks.
Both NALP’s survey and ours indicate that firms are using
competency models in all these ways.

Potential Pitfalls
Here are some issues to be addressed by any organization in
considering the development of a competency model:

The Need for Competence in Competency
Modeling
One statistic in the NALP survey was truly alarming: to date,
only 18% of the responding firms overall have engaged or
decided to engage consultants to help them develop their
competency models. Worse, the percentages are smallest for
firms with fewer than 500 lawyers, the firms that are least
likely to have any kind of internal expertise in competency
modeling (NALP at 9).
As you can see, competency models are complicated systems
with a lot of interlocking parts. More importantly, they are the
systems responsible for managing and developing firms’ most
essential asset: their professional competence and expertise.
To assign the project of developing such a complicated and
critical system to people, no matter how smart, who don’t
know what they are doing and who must do it in the spare
time taken from their real jobs, is foolish if not suicidal.
Level of Detail
Some of the early competency models developed in
corporations had to be scrapped because they were so
detailed that they could not accommodate all the variations
in individual situations and required constant updating. At the
same time, competencies and benchmarks must be detailed
enough to be clear as to what is expected, for the benefit
of everyone who must rely on them to assess or develop
performance. This is another point in favor of having the job
done by someone who knows what they are doing.
Cost/Benefit Analysis
The proper design and implementation of a firm-wide
competency model, and its integration into the firm’s other
programs and systems, can engage the entire firm in an
intensive effort for up to two years. That is not a project to
be undertaken without first carefully weighing the benefits
against the costs.
Two of the respondents to the PD Quarterly survey said
they have affirmatively decided against developing core
competency models. Both are firms of over 500 lawyers
that we have known in the past to be well and thoughtfully
managed. We suspect their decision came down to, “If it ain’t
broke, don’t fix it”—especially not when the fix would involve
great effort and expense.
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Legal Validity

3.

There is some question about the ability of personnel
decisions based on a core competency model to survive
a legal challenge (Shippmann at 730). I am not aware of
any cases on the issue, but undoubtedly they will come as
utilization of these models spreads.

Conclusion

Implications for Law Schools and
CLE Providers
Law firms’ adoption of competency models has implications
for law schools and CLE providers as well:
Law Schools
1.

2.

3.

4.

Schools are increasingly developing competency and
benchmark models of their own; it will certainly be
helpful to their graduates if the academic and workplace
models are aligned, with the former flowing seamlessly
into the latter.
The increased emphasis on skills training and
experiential learning in support of competency
development will require a change in teaching methods
and pose financial challenges as well. Good skills training
requires intensive practice and feedback in small groups;
it cannot be delivered by lecture to large groups.
Some law schools are already collaborating with the
firms in their markets to develop strengths in appropriate
areas of specialization. For example, in the Washington,
DC area, George Washington University Law School has
a strong Government Contracts curriculum that prepares
its students for practice in that specialty, utilizes the
expertise of local practitioners as adjunct faculty, and
provides the foundation for extensive CLE offerings to
practitioners as well.
Career Services officers will need to prepare their
students for more rigorous, competency- and behaviorbased interviewing.

CLE Providers
1.
2.

The large law firms will most likely train their lawyers
internally on core competencies, but look outside for
specialized training for their smaller practice specialties.
Small firms and solos will continue to look to outside
providers for all their CLE needs, including on topics that
are not currently CLE-creditable.
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The growing need and expectation for skills training and
experiential learning will pose teaching and resource
challenges for providers. See item 2 above under Law
Schools.

The establishment of competency models reflects the
profession’s attempt to capture that elusive combination
of knowledge, skills, attitudes, talents, and behaviors that
underlie superior performance. In other words, it tries to
capture not just what people know, but what they actually do
with what they know—which, after all, is what really matters.
Like most worthy efforts, this one is not without its challenges
and pitfalls. But ultimately it holds the promise of a more
coherent framework for educators, employers, and lawyers
themselves to use in developing and assessing competence in
the practice of law.
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Rational Decision Making
By Dottie Palazzo*
“That’s the last straw. You are fired!” “No matter what, I
will never give up.” We are all familiar with both of these
emotional decisions. But when we make such absolute
decisions, can we be certain that they are the right decisions?
Several years ago I attended a session at a Professional
Development Consortium conference on “How Business
People Reason”, and it was an experience that I have never
forgotten. The presenter was Peter C. Briant, a former
Professor of Economics and Accounting at McGill University
in Montréal, with 30 years of experience in business as a
CEO and Director of Canadian and international companies.
At the time of the presentation, he was leading a four-day
program at the McGill Executive Institute called “Accounting
and Finance: Real-world financial skills for non-financial
executives, top managers and small business owners.”
“A decision is a moment in the process of time.”
Dr. Briant used that statement in explaining that the time
spectrum of decisions is important because, according to Dr.
Briant, “In this life and in our past decisions there is no future,
only ever-present decisions that work themselves out over the
future.” He used this proposition to emphasize that rational
decisions are made in the present, without regard to past or
future.
He built his presentation around a very simple situation, one
many of us have faced, which is probably why it has stuck in
my mind for so many years: “Someone working for you
says, ‘I have another job offer, but I am willing to stay
here.’” Dr. Briant asked what information the manager
needs in order to decide to keep this employee. The
audience volunteered work record; present salary;
the nature of the work; investment in training;
replacement; the reason for considering leaving; the
motivation to stay; precedence; budget; what the
other offer was; and the impact on the organization—
all good comments, but none of them were what Dr.
Briant had in mind. Rather, he identified the issues as:
•
•

What are the interests of the organization—today?
What is the employee’s value to the organization—
today?
• Does the organization need this employee to
perform this function—today?
It is significant that all three of the factors identified are
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in the “now”. There is no mention of how much was already
invested (in the past) to train the employee, nor of how much
it will cost (in the future) to hire and train a replacement.
While these may both be underlying issues, they were not
identified as primary considerations.
Dr. Briant went on to explain the four keys to rational decision
making:
1.

2.

3.

4.

Be here now! The decision must be made in the present,
based on the situation that exists at the time the decision
is being made. In order to do that, the decision maker
must classify the information as past, present, and future,
and then focus only on the present.
Ask the right question! This requires the decision maker
to analyze the present situation and reduce it to a core,
fundamental question that can be answered with “yes”
or “no.” If the right question is asked, there will be no
ambiguity in arriving at a rational decision.
Think as an investor would! This requires that the
decision maker disregard his or her relationship with the
employee, and place himself or herself in the shoes of the
investors in the organization.
Use objective criteria! In other words, it is incumbent
upon the decision maker to stick to the business aspects
of the decision. Dr. Briant advised starting out by seeking
an objectively rational decision, and then moving to the
emotional and ethical considerations as appropriate.

Rational Decision Making...continued

Key #2, “Ask the right question”, is important. So, you may
ask, what was Dr. Briant’s question in this employment
situation?
“If he were not on our staff right NOW, and we were looking
to fill that position NOW, would we hire him?” If the answer is
“yes,” make an offer to keep him. But if the answer is “no,” let
him go to the other job. Sweet and simple.
Dr. Briant noted that this kind of reasoning can also be
applied to personal decisions. For example, in deciding
whether to stay in your current job, ask yourself, “Would I
accept this job today if it were offered to me?” If not, then
cut your losses and get out. And you could also ask yourself,
“What would make this job acceptable today?” If you can
negotiate for those things, stay. If not, go.
My husband and I used this concept a couple of years ago in
deciding whether to sell our house or stay in it. We were split
on the “yes” or “no” question, so we committed to answering
the next question: “What would make this house acceptable
if we were to buy it today?” Well, after about $80,000 worth
of “acceptables”, we now have the new kitchen I wanted. And
the extra storage space we needed. And the white couch
I loved but my husband hated is gone. The house and the
improvements and the new couch are all paid for, and there
was no fighting. It was the right decision. The method worked.
Admittedly, this method of decision making may not always
provide the final answer, given that there are often emotional
or ethical or economic considerations to factor in. But it does
put things in perspective and provide clarity on how you really
feel and where you draw the line.

What’s Your Story?
*

Dottie Palazzo is Firm CLE Administrator at Jones Day,
resident in its Cleveland Office. The views set forth herein
are the personal views of the author and do not necessarily
reflect those of the law firm with which she is associated.

ACLEA members are one eclectic bunch!
We have come to our CLE jobs along a multitude of different paths,
and the In the Loop newsletter committee would like to share your
story with our colleagues.
Would you tell us how you came to work in CLE? We would like to
profile your path in a future issue of In the Loop.
If you are willing to share your story, please send me a brief e-mail
indicating your interest, and I’ll follow up with an interview.
Charlie Huxsaw
huxsaw@verizon.net
for the In the Loop Newsletter Editorial Committee
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Marketing by the Numbers:
Do–It-Yourself Market Research

(to get the information you need on a shoestring budget)
By Michael Taylor*, with
the assistance of Jennifer
Wright**
In the final semester of my
marketing research classes in
college, we were given a class
project. We were told to visit
a local company and ask them how their company applied
marketing research to each of the basic marketing functions.
We had been studying survey techniques and statistical
methods for evaluating data, and all of us were excited to see
how these methods were used in the real business world.
I chose to visit a large vineyard in the San Francisco Bay
area. There I interviewed the Vice-President of Marketing,
who divulged to me the “secret” of the company’s market
success: This winery did what its competitors did. Its
marketing department conducted no market research, formal
or informal. If their competitors raised prices, then they
did, too. If their competitors lowered prices, they followed
suit. Whatever their competitors did in pricing, product
development, distribution, or promotion, the organization did
the same. I thought this “me too” strategy was pretty lame
and decided that no matter where I worked, I’d find a way, at
the very least, to do some basic marketing research. But when
I got out of college, I found that very few of the companies I
worked for had a budget for marketing research; I had to do
it myself, and on the cheap. It wouldn’t do much good to talk
about the methods I employed because by now all of them
are out of date. With today’s technology, it is even easier to do
it yourself, and also very cheap.
If you do not have a budget or a dedicated staff for doing
market research, this article can help you get started.

What You Can Learn from DIY
Marketing Research
Marketing research can help you:
•
•
•

gain a better understanding of the market place;
find out what your customers want or need;
determine how to market your products and/or what
products to market;
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•
•

determine how to use your products; and
keep track of your competition’s activities.

Competitive Research: Learn from
Your Enemies
In today’s electronic age, companies are much easier to
monitor than ever before. You can sign up for their Facebook
and LinkedIn pages, subscribe to their tweets, sign up for
their website alerts, and use Google Alerts to track specific
company names and general terms that you use to do
business, such as “CLE.” Most of us need to confine these
searches to the states where we do business. For example, I
subscribed to “CLE” for a few weeks and got every update on
flights in and out of the Cleveland airport. Fortunately, Google
Alerts lets you qualify your search terms, so I was able to limit
my alerts to California.
Understanding what your competitors are doing can be
helpful in allowing you to:
•
•
•

find areas they are missing and fill that niche;
improve on what they’re doing (build a better
mousetrap); and
protect your franchise if your competitors are trying to
attack your best products.

Your competitors are likely to be just like you—guessing. Do
not worry when you see your competitors are outspending
and seemingly outsmarting you, because often it turns
out that a marketing approach that appears clever from a
distance is really not all that clever, and often is ill-advised.
So, never blindly follow a large competitor without looking
closely at what they are doing. For example, one competitor
of a company I worked for hired a new marketing manager
and spent wildly on their marketing, while also launching a
new product line. I was getting pressure from everyone at the
company (except the owner) to match what they were doing:
launch this new product line (which I knew was going to be a
failure based on research I had already done), spend money
at exhibits by giving large cash prizes for visiting the booth,
increase the marketing budget, etc. Within a few years, this
company went bankrupt. They essentially did not know what
they were doing and were just guessing—and guessing wrong.

Marketing by the Numbers...continued

Tips for monitoring competitors:

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

get on their e-mail and print mailing lists;
opt in on their website for alerts and product updates;
sign up for their tweets;
“friend” them on Facebook and LinkedIn;
purchase something from them (but be sure to use
private addresses and e-mails so as not to give yourself
away, receive special treatment, etc.);
use Google Alerts (http://www.google.com/alerts)—
they’re free. Google Alerts is a service that looks for new
content on the web regarding words or phrases you’ve set
up. When new content shows up, Google e-mails you on
the schedule you have chosen. You can get your Google
Alerts via RSS feeds. You can search in blogs, e-mails,
websites, news, etc. This is also a great way to find out
what people are saying about you and your competition
or about your industry in general. It is so much easier,
more thorough, and less expensive than subscribing
to clipping services. To get the best result from Google
Alerts in your DIY marketing research, try monitoring:
• how often your own company is mentioned;
• the frequency with which your major competitors are
mentioned; and
• key words important to your company.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Product Development Surveys

define your objective/hypothesis ahead of time. What
do you want to know, and why do you want to know it?
If you don’t know why you want to know it, don’t ask the
question. Avoid “it would be nice to know” questions;
limit your survey objectives to one or two;
avoid referring to more than five products in one survey;
if your objective is to discover the optimal price for one of
your products, never ask how much they would pay for a
product. Rather, ask them to evaluate whether, e.g., they
think that “$220 is a good value”.
keep your survey short. For a legal audience, the survey
should take fewer than five minutes to complete;
use “skip logic” to move people through the survey
intelligently. If they’ve responded that they don’t do
something, don’t ask them any more questions about it;
keep open-ended questions to a minimum—they take
more thought from the respondent and much more time
analyzing;
keep language neutral—this is not a marketing piece;
avoid jargon that could confuse the respondent;
ask simple, precise questions;
keep rating scales balanced: Dislike, Neutral, Like;
consider using a five-point scale. It is one of the most
effective scales because it gives a customer two positive
and two negative choices, along with a “no opinion/don’t
care” choice. Most people in the field say that you should
not give customers an even number of choices;
allow for non-answers, as it is possible that your
respondent truly does not know how to respond or does
not have an opinion;
ask more personal questions later in the survey; and
keep scales similar; don’t reverse them for different
questions. It is incredibly annoying to have the highest
number be the most positive choice for some questions,
and then flip-flop.

It is very easy to do online surveys. You get quick responses,
your results are all quantified instantly, you get little charts
and graphs that can be useful when reporting on your survey
results, and much more. The two major survey companies
that are used most commonly these days have templates and
tutorials. The annual cost is about $250 a year, depending
on your plan; this is an incredible bargain. They also have a
limited free option.

•

The big two:

When sending a target group an e-mail invitation (e-mail
invitations are best when you are trying to capture more
in-depth information), follow these simple rules for a more
effective result:

•
•

Survey Monkey (www.surveymonkey.com); and
Zoomerang (www.zoomerang.com).

Both Survey Monkey and Zoomerang enable you to conduct
your surveys via:
•
•

email invitations to customers/prospects; or
a survey link on your website.

When conducting online surveys, follow these tips:

•
•

•
•
•

keep it short and not wordy. Customers know why you are
asking them questions—you don’t need to spell it out;
tell them the survey will only take them, e.g., four to
seven minutes to complete. Keep it less than ten minutes,
but under five is preferable;
give them a deadline to impart a sense of urgency—it
should be around one week; and
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Marketing by the Numbers...continued

•

include a physical address and phone number.

In order to maximize your response rate, try these methods:
•
•

send reminder e-mails. Software can eliminate people
who have responded; and
provide incentives. Do not use your product as an
incentive because it will skew results. Try using a small
incentive for all respondents rather than a sweepstakes or
drawing.

marketplace. And that is what makes market research so
useful to us in CLE.

*

Michael Taylor is Director of Direct Marketing for CEB. He has
been a direct marketing practitioner for the past 20 years,
and has worked for school, legal, and medical publishers.
Michael is very happy to answer any questions you have
about this or previous articles, and would also like to hear of
any ideas you have for future articles. He can be reached at
510-302-2127 or Michael.Taylor@CEB.UCLA.edu.

**

Jennifer Wright is the Marketing Analyst for CEB. She has
been a direct marketing practitioner for the past 15 years,
and has worked for banks, advertising agencies, cosmetic
companies as well as her current legal publishing company.
She can be reached at 510-302-2117 or Jennifer.Wright@
CEB.UCLA.edu

Sample Size and Confidence Levels
If your colleagues disagree with the survey results, they may
attack your data based on the sample size and the statistical
validity of your survey. The following websites can assist the
layperson who is unfamiliar with statistics, and can help you
to determine sample size and the degree of confidence in
survey results:
•
•

http://www.raosoft.com/samplesize.html
http://www.surveysystem.com/sscalc.htm

E-mail Jennifer.Wright@ceb.ucla.edu if you have any
questions about these websites.

Conclusion
For many organizations, performing marketing research is
an uphill battle. Be prepared to hear critiques regarding your
sample size, rating scale, and interpretation of the results.
And keep in mind that on a tight budget, there can be little
or no alternative to DIY market research, except intuition.
But even the most imperfect research results may give you
more to go on than mere intuition. If intuition is informed by
knowledge of the market and customers’ needs, then it may
have a favorable outcome. But that intuition, if bolstered
by affordable market research, can produce an even more
positive result and give you a greater chance for success. Keep
in mind that if your product or program idea tests poorly, it is
very unlikely that your product or program will be successful.
Conversely, if your product or program idea tests well in your
survey, then it is more likely that the product or program will
test well in your marketplace, but market research can never
provide a guarantee.
Sound market research techniques can be useful in reducing
the margin of risk in introducing your new product to your
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Want to Be a
Mentor or Mentee?
Take part in ACLEA’s Mentoring Program—the latest addition to
ACLEA’s many professional development offerings. Anyone with at
least 3 years’ experience in ACLEA is welcome to be a Mentor; and
anyone who has less than 3 years’ experience in CLE is welcome to
be a Mentee.
We are especially in need of Mentors this season! If you’re interested
in participating in the program as a Mentor OR Mentee, please fill
out the mentoring form available on the ACLEA web site and send it
to vobrien@minncle.org.
We’ll hook you up with a Mentor or Mentee and suggest some
guidelines for how we think you might benefit from the program.
We’ll try to pair you up based on common characteristics that you
indicate on the registration form.

New Board Member Orientations:
Your Most Important CLE Programs
By Chuck Bingaman*
What’s your most powerful
first step to building great
board-staff relationships?
What’s the most effective
way to encourage great
performance by your
governing board? What’s the surest way to help your board
understand the challenges of running a successful CLE
organization?

As a rule, governing board members are charged with setting
the basic policies of the CLE enterprise, approving its annual
budget, and selecting, evaluating, compensating, and
discharging its executive director. While they are not supposed
to manage the enterprise, they must at least understand the
business atmosphere in which it operates, the challenges of
pursuing its work on a day-to-day basis, and ways in which
it is evolving. If the staff does not orient them—from the
beginning—in all of those areas, who will? What will they
learn? And how might a lack of basic, first-hand knowledge
affect their policy decisions?

The answer to all three questions: day-long orientation
programs, in your office, each time a new member is placed
on your governing board. Read on to see why and how to
make them valuable.

Elements of an Effective
Orientation

Why New Director Orientations?

Here are the elements of new board member orientation that
our experience has shown to be important:

The lawyers and judges that sit on your governing board
usually are experts in their practice fields and very bright
people. They often have CLE experience as faculty members,
publication authors, and even program planners. Seldom,
though, have they run a complex, volunteer-oriented business
that weaves together professional education, traditional
and Web-based teaching and publishing, direct and Webbased marketing, and a diverse and demanding customer
base. Moreover, their experience with court administration
or law firm governance likely bears little relation to CLE
management and governance.
You cannot and need not make your directors experts in all
those management areas. Managing is your job. But you can,
in a day, help them appreciate your organization’s history
and markets, operating procedures and problems, and the
multifaceted nature of CLE from a practical standpoint. And
you can launch valuable working relationships that are nearly
impossible without the magic of the time in your office with
your staff that is made possible through a well-planned, wellexecuted on-site orientation.

Key Point: Whether it’s with a 5-year-old or a 55-year-old,
a solid block of one-on-one attention means a LOT! Even
if new board members wonder ahead of time whether the
day will be worthwhile, you can send them forth from their
orientation thanking you for your efforts. And those efforts
are sure to pay dividends for your organization.

“Day-long”: Granted, persuading a practitioner or a judge
to devote an entire day to an orientation meeting can be a
challenge. But it is quite doable and essential to his or her
success as a board member; thus, a full day of on-site “face
time” is valuable. First, as you will see below, there is much
more than a day’s worth of important material that must be
covered. Second, it takes some time simply to settle in with
the people, the subject, and the setting for the content to fall
into its proper context. It doesn’t pay to rush through what
may be the only time a new director will have to converse oneon-one with staff. Any less than a full day will require costly
compromises on what the orientation can accomplish.
“On-site”: Only an on-site orientation enables new directors
to meet all the key staff people in their natural habitat,
understand the processes and scope of your work, and gain
a sense of the atmosphere of the CLE office that is critical to
their understanding of the operational needs of the business.
It is unusual for CLE governing board members to have
had significant exposure to the full staff or the office, even
though they may have had extensive CLE experience with
your organization. And there is MUCH to be said for getting
lawyers and judges OUT of their usual offices and into new
surroundings to raise their consciousness and open their
thinking! (Actually, the same applies to all of us!)
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New Board Member Orientations...continued

Key Point: An on-site meeting is a great opportunity to let
a number of CLE employees shine a bit—and a motivation
to get the old office space shaped up some, too!
“Content”: Every organization’s orientation content for new
directors will be unique. Here are elements that we have seen
prove valuable as regards directors’ future performance:
•

•

We have always found great interest among new
directors in learning about where CLE in general, and the
organization in particular, came from. We recommend
an illustrated talk with a flowchart, timelines, etc. on
the history of CLE, beginning with Abraham Lincoln
teaching new admittees and candidates, through the
establishment of PLI in 1938, ALI-ABA in 1949, and the
Arden House Conferences beginning in 1963 (along with
their basic recommendations). Let them see that they are
players in a long and important tradition.
Review highlights of key organizational documents
including articles of incorporation, corporate bylaws, key
contracts, strategic plan, etc.

Key Point: Organizational documents tend not to be read
unless you lead board members through them. You do not
need—or want—to read them to board members, but you
CAN highlight a limited number of key points. And you DO
have a strategic plan, right?
•

•

•
•

Have your CFO review the annual budget, both structure
and format, periodic operating statements, common
ratios, and vital control documents such as performance
statistics on each direct mail effort. Many lawyers are
not attuned to business accounting, and helping them
toward a basic understanding of your reports is critical
to clear thinking about future board issues. Further,
knowing who manages your operating numbers can
build their confidence in the whole operation—a critical
commodity when difficult fiscal issues arise.
Explain with flowcharts how the curriculum is assembled,
how the budget is assembled, and how the course and
publication schedule are created. And have the people in
charge of each area lay it out in practical detail.
Explain how marketing is planned and executed,
including budgeting, advertising, tracking, etc.
Explain how customer service handles sales,
registrations, inquiries, etc., with detailed explanation
and demonstration of computerized systems.
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A Typical Orientation Program
Here is a typical schedule for a new board member
orientation. As you can see, it is a FULL day and includes
the participation of all key staff members:
8:30 to 9:00 a.m.—Coffee, Juice and Donuts Available
9:00 to 9:45 a.m.—Review and Discussion of Institutional
History and Structure; Organization Chart with Names
(flowcharts!)
9:45 to 10:30 a.m.—Review and Discussion of Institutional
Documents (marked-up and highlighted documents, NOT
masses of type!)
10:30 to 11:15 a.m.—Walking Tour of the Office;
Introductions of Key (or All) Employees at their Work
Stations (with name badges)
11:15 to 11:40 a.m.—Break (for the new directors to call their
offices, etc.; it is a nice touch to have a private office set
aside for the new directors to use)
11:45 to 12:30 p.m.—How Courses are Put Together (led by
course director)
12:30 to 1:30 p.m.—Lunch with Key Staff Members (planned
conversation topic for lunch discussion: the new director’s
practice and his or her views of CLE)

Key Point: Throughout the day, emphasize how much
you appreciate the new director’s taking the time
to learn about the business of your organization!
Consider how many otherwise billable hours he or she is
dedicating to your organization by participating in this
day-long orientation.
1:45 to 2:30 p.m.—How Courses are Put Together, Part II
(cover webcasts, online, etc., and include MCLE aspects,
issues, and problems)
2:30 to 3:20 p.m.—How Publications are Planned, Created,
and Managed, Including Both Print and Online Versions
(led by the publications director)

New Board Member Orientations...continued

3:20 to 3:40 p.m.—Break
3:45 to 4:15 p.m.—How We Market Our CLE Products and
Services (led by the marketing/advertising director)
4:15 to 5:00 p.m.—The Financial Picture: How the Operation is
Budgeted, Controlled, and Reported On (led by the business
manager)

Key Point: Consider scheduling the financial presentation
for the end of the day, as the numbers will make sense
to your new director only after he or she has learned
something of the business generally. Forty-five minutes
is minimal for the subject. Time permitting, you can have
this segment more detailed.
After this busy and substantive day, you can count on new
directors to say “Wow! I had no idea creating successful CLE
was this complicated or required this much thought and skill!”

Special Steps to Add Value to Your
Orientation
•

•

•

Persuade your board officers to make participation
in the day-long, on-site orientation a precondition of
board membership. If your chair endorses mandatory
attendance at the orientation, a prospective director will
be hard-pressed to accept a position on the board yet
resist attending the orientation. Once your new directors
see the information to be conveyed and the insight
to be gained by such an informative day spent at the
heart of your organization, they may well become the
most persuasive advocates of the orientation for future
newcomers to your board.
Always invite your board chair to sit in on new member
orientations. It will usually have been several years since
the chair had his or her orientation, and many things
will have changed in the meantime. Moreover, having
the current or incoming chair in attendance will lend
value and importance to the session. Where several new
directors are appointed concurrently, plan to have a day
on which all the new directors receive their orientation
together.
Somewhere in the “Financial Picture” section, be sure
to spend a few minutes noting “CLE trainwrecks we
have known.” This is an opportunity to educate your
new director—and, perhaps, re-educate your chair—on

•

strategic mistakes you or other CLE organizations have
made and that your organization must not repeat,
such as discontinuing direct mail in favor of email-only
advertising; combining all single-subject brochures into
one periodic catalog; or competing mainly on the basis
of low prices on the theory that low prices will attract
more registrants or that being the “low price” provider is
a good competitive strategy. These—and others that you
can add—are topics that may lend themselves to some
preemptive education of your board!
Be sure to present to the new director (and offer to
ship) a package of representative products from your
organization. The package might include complimentary
course passes, publications, documents, schedules, and
even gifts you give faculty, such as mugs, polo shirts, etc.
Welcome them into the fold with identity items!

The Pay-Off
If planned and executed well, a day-long, on-site orientation
program for new board members can quickly bring them up
to speed with the realities of the organization, help them
understand the practical and policy issues facing it, and
enable them to apply their considerable talents to making
policy and playing other important roles. It will also help them
understand the complex managerial issues that are your
domain and that are beyond their experience and training.
And most important, it will lay the groundwork for future
working relationships between board and staff that are based
on understanding and mutual respect.

*

of Bingaman Consulting (chuck@chuckbingaman.com).
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How I Got Here!
Jan F. Majewski,
Senior Program Manager,
Training and Development,
Holland & Knight,
Tampa, Florida
(As told to Charles Huxsaw*)
I like all kinds of movies.
But movies about lawyers
and law cases have to rank
near the top of my favorite
movies list. That’s because
I’ve always thought that
putting on CLE programs
is something like making a
movie with the CLE Director serving as the producer.
No two movies are just alike and no two CLE programs
are just the same. You have your stars (and their egos).
You have your supporting crew. You have your marketing
campaigns and your target audiences. You have your hits and,
unfortunately, your misses, too.
Movie making is a creative art, but no more so than creating a
CLE event. There are countless ways to bring creativity to CLE.
And that is where the art and the fun of CLE comes in.

Learning the Ropes
One doesn’t become a good movie producer overnight.
It helps to have a range of experiences that enrich one’s
perspective and understanding. I’ve had my share.
I’ve held jobs as a TV-news reporter and later a field producer.
I’ve been a state legislative aide. I’ve also worked as a state
park patrolman (complete with badge and the power to
arrest!); I’ve been a night traffic court judge (ask me to tell you
some of those stories sometime!); I’ve also worked as a codirector of a legislative reapportionment committee (I actually
drew the lines that became election districts).

Over the Edge
My work in the Connecticut Legislature was central to my
future in CLE. I was pushed over the edge and into law school
by a fellow legislative aide, Karen Altieri. Karen’s office was
next to mine and she persuaded me to go to law school. I took
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her advice and went to George Washington University’s law
school. I picked GW because a legislator I had worked for went
there. I had planned to get my degree and then come back to
the legislature as Counsel for a committee.
That didn’t happen. But Karen’s advice proved to have an
unexpected benefit. We’ve been a couple for 32 years and
she’s still giving me good advice!
Neither Karen nor I thought about CLE as a career path. It
wasn’t even a remote blip on my radar. But after a one-year
judicial clerkship after law school, I took a job that changed
everything. I became senior staff attorney for an international
membership association of local government attorneys based
in Washington, DC. As part of my duties, I was responsible for
planning and administering two large, multi-day conferences.
I had to recruit more than 100 speakers (who had to pay their
own way to attend and present at the conferences as well as
pay to produce and ship their own handouts). I did this for five
years and all that time had no idea that ACLEA existed!

Getting That First Job
I think I was hired for that first municipal attorneys’
association job because of my earlier work in Connecticut
on reapportionment. The General Counsel and CEO of the
association was former ABA President Charles Rhyne. Rhyne
was a leader on the reapportionment issue. He had argued
Baker v. Carr before the United States Supreme Court where
he coined the phrase “one man, one vote.” Of course, his
vision of electoral equality became the law of the land in the
United States. Writing amicus briefs we filed with the Court
helped prepare me for all the proofreading of CLE brochures
I did later. Did you know the Court even has rules concerning
how much space should be between lines in a brief?

The Next Challenge
Ultimately, I decided to leave the National Institute of
Municipal Law Officers (now the International Municipal
Lawyers Association) for a different environment. I took up the
challenge of building a CLE program as part of the strategy to
expand the influence of and the service to the bar of Stetson
Law School in St. Petersburg, Florida. That’s where I learned
about ACLEA and how valuable the organization could be.
ACLEA has been a constant positive force in my professional
career. Its members are, to a person it seems, dedicated,

How I Got Here!...continued

talented, spirited, and generous with their advice. Every time I
attend an ACLEA meeting I learn something new and become
re-energized by my peers and mentors.
Acting as Stetson’s first CLE Director, I had no on-site
counselor to advise me on how I should address professional
issues as they arose. ACLEA filled that void so well. What I
learned at ACLEA allowed me to create several successful
interdisciplinary, international and bilingual CLE programs. I
continued at Stetson for many years and ultimately moved up
the ranks to be Associate Dean for the school’s new satellite
campus and part-time JD program, as well as continuing to
oversee the CLE operations.

And to Private Practice
About five years ago, I left university-based CLE for a position at
Holland & Knight. I currently serve as the firm’s Senior Program
Manager for Training and Development. Holland & Knight has
over 1,100 attorneys in 17 offices throughout the US and abroad.
On the surface, that is a very different environment than your
typical law school or bar association CLE program. I expected
to be overwhelmed by the differences.
I have been amazed not by the differences but by the
similarities I found between my old job and my work at
Holland & Knight. First off, the learner population in a law
firm is pretty static. I find this similar to many small bar
associations. The attendees you see at in-house training
sessions and your speaker base do not change that often. Just
like public CLE programs, in-house trainers develop ongoing
relationships with their learners.
Second, like many CLE providers, in-house training
departments need to provide a core curriculum while also
developing new programming which reflects the latest legal
developments.
Finally, all the elements of quality, MCLE approved,
professional adult education standards (from faculty to
written materials, to use of technology) are the same
regardless of the environment in which CLE is offered.

The Differences are Real
In-house attorney training has its differences, however. I had
not produced more than 60 courses a year before going in-

house. And now we do three times that number. We put on
between 180 to 220 hour-long programs each year. We do
this volume of work very quickly. Because we don’t have to
deal with mailing lists, advertising, printing and mailing, and
site negotiations, we can focus on the content of the program
and turn it around from idea to presentation in very short
order.
Some of our programs address topics unique to law
firms—business development, mentoring, recruiting, and
interviewing, for example. Such programs are essential to the
development of our lawyers and must be a part of our agenda
as well as the substantive law programs that will mirror
offerings by public CLE providers.
An overriding difference that I experienced in coming to a law
firm is having to comply with the number of MCLE rules that
treat law firms differently from other CLE organizations. There
are many more administrative hoops.

As to the Future
When my family packed up and left my birthplace of
Drummondville, Quebec for Milford, Connecticut those many
years ago, preparation for the practice of law was a very
different proposition than it is today. New lawyers learned the
practice in the law firms that hired them. Law schools limited
their responsibilities to teaching “black letter” law. In the last
several years, the legal environment has changed very quickly.
Employers no longer have the luxury of time to have a new
lawyer learn the ropes of practicing law in their first few years
with the firm. New lawyers are expected to contribute to an
organization’s success sooner rather than later. Employers
want new lawyers who can hit the ground running.
This change caught many law schools flat-footed and today
they are scrambling to meet this need. But it’s a tall order. Not
all law practices are alike. Preparing a law student for a small
firm position is very different than preparing that student to
be an associate with a mega-firm. And that doesn’t take into
account all of the other attorney positions there are that law
school graduates seek, from public agency to corporate to
non-profit.
That’s why I see the concept of CLE expanding and the link
in the chain of legal services that CLE providers represent
becoming even more important in the future. I think that
topics beyond “black letter” substantive law will increasingly
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be approved for CLE credit. The method of delivery of
training will also continue to expand, becoming more
mobile and customizable. I think there will be an increase
in multi-professional training bringing attorneys and other
professionals together. I also see an expansion in mandatory
requirements. It may not be too long before we see an
increase in the number of mandatory hours or specialty hour
requirements.

Our Calling
Some of the coming changes will present exciting
opportunities for better lawyer training like the adoption of
requirements for mandatory mentoring.
CLE professionals will push MCLE rule makers to accept
such innovations. After all, we share a commitment to make
attorneys as prepared and skillful as possible, ultimately
helping consumers of legal services secure more-thancompetent representation. We in the CLE profession have
every reason to be very proud about what we do.

Jan Majewski has been a member of ACLEA for 20 years.
He served as President of ACLEA from 2002 – 2003. He
is a frequent presenter at ACLEA conferences and boot
camps. He is an inaugural member of the poker SIG. He
enjoys living in the Tampa Bay area with his wife and
their dog Buckley….a stray who showed up at their door
more than eight years ago. His favorite activities include
bicycling, snorkeling, kayaking, international travel and
volunteering at Clearwater Marine Aquarium to help care
for Winter, the dolphin without a tail.

*

ACLEA member Charlie Huxsaw writes and edits a
quarterly profile that recounts the path taken by an ACLEA
member to their current position. To date, profiles of Carole
Wagan and Edwin Jackson have appeared in In the Loop.
If your path has had interesting jigs and jogs, please tell
Charlie and, in turn, the ACLEA family about it. Contact
Charlie at huxsaw@verizon.net.
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Associate Memberships
Do you have non-professional, non-managerial staff who would
benefit from ACLEA, but you don’t have the budget for them to
become full members? Check out ACLEA’s associate membership
option.
Q:

Who’s eligible?

A:

Support staff and other employees who are not in
management-level or professional-level positions.

Q:

What’s an associate member?

A:

A non-voting member who may enter into general discussions,
serve on committees, and join SIGs, but who may not hold
office.

Q:

What are the benefits of associate membership?

A:

The same as full membership, except the opportunity to vote or
hold office.

Q:

How much does associate membership cost?

A:

$65.

Q:

How does one apply for associate membership?

A:

Go to http://www.aclea.org/portals/0/AssocMemberApp.pdf.
to find the application form. Submit it to the Executive Director
in writing. The Executive Director will approve the application
upon determining that the applicant meets the associate
membership criteria.

Q:

Where can I get more information?

A:

Contact:

		 Donna J. Passons,
Executive Director Association for Continuing Legal Education
P.O. Box 4646
Austin, TX 78765
phone: 1 (512) 453-4340
fax: 1 (512) 451-2911
e-mail: aclea@aclea.org

Associate Member Moment
Rosina Busse
Assistant Editor, Oregon State Bar

Professionally—
I get the best of both worlds, combining a day job as a CLE
copyeditor with life as an actor and improviser in the PortlandVancouver area. In addition to performing regularly, I produce,
assistant direct, stage manage, write, and do lighting design
and tech work. In the summers, I also volunteer as an Oregon
State Master Gardener.
Current job: Assistant Editor, Legal Publications, at the
Oregon State Bar
Recent victory: Using my position as production manager on
the Slocum House Theatre Board of Directors to book a threeweek run for Sideburns, an improv troupe I perform with. I’m
also putting together a stand-up comedy showcase with some
terrific local comics to benefit Slocum’s capital improvement
fund.

Must-see Web sites: http://www.sideburnsimprov.com/ and
http://hyperboleandahalf.blogspot.com/

Personally—
Recent good read: I’m about halfway through The Complete
Sherlock Holmes and the Journal of John Woolman, but most
of my leisure reading now is scripts (most recently The Dining
Room by A. R. Gurney, performed in February).
Favorite pastime: Laughing.
Date you never miss: My birthday.
Dream vacation: About three days longer than I currently
have scheduled.
Words to live by: Yes, and!

Latest challenge: Fitting in everything I want to do.
In my pre-CLE life, I was: Editorial Coordinator at the
University of Chicago Press, Books Division. I did the usual
administrative stuff while editing books and maintaining my
own roster of reprint projects. Prior to that I worked on the 3rd
edition of Everyday Math.
What brought me to CLE: A move to Oregon, and the need
for good copyeditors in the CLE industry.

Technologically speaking—
Never leave home without: My apartment key. And usually
my phone, as well.
Favorite software: Wisdom-soft ScreenHunter 5.0 Free.
On my wish list: A Dyson vacuum.
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Report from the Associate Member Special
Interest Group
By Lura A. McAllister*
and Heidi F. McComb**
ACLEA established the
Associate Membership
category in 2009; it has
expanded to include
non-professional, nonmanagerial, and non-exempt employees who would benefit
through membership and participation in ACLEA. Associate
members cannot vote or hold office, but they have all the
other benefits of a regular membership, including full
access to ACLEA on-line resources and participation in SIGs,
committees, and the annual and mid-year meetings.
In the fall of 2010, there were 14 associate members; there
are now 21. A survey was e-mailed to the 12 other associate
members last fall about why they became associate members
and the areas of CLE in which they work. The results from
the survey and from visiting with the associate members in
attendance at the 2011 mid-year meeting show that associate
members:
•
•
•
•

consideration to who among your staff are eligible for
associate membership and sign them up. It’s a bargain at $65
a year, and we guarantee that the many benefits to those staff
members as associate members will carry over immediately to
your organization.

*

Lura A. McAllister, CLE Publications Editor, has been with
The Missouri Bar since 1997. She is a co-chair of ACLEA’s
Associate Member SIG. Lura can be reached at lmcallister@
mobar.org.

** 	Heidi F. McComb is the Assistant to the CLE Director for the
Oklahoma Bar Association. She is a co-chair of ACLEA’s
Associate Member SIG.

perform a wide range of job responsibilities, including
management, supervision, ordering, technology, editing,
and customer service;
sign up for a wide variety of the ACLEA SIGs;
are very enthusiastic about being able to join ACLEA; and
plan on attending upcoming ACLEA annual and mid-year
meetings.

As co-chairs of the Associate Member SIG, we have presented
two proposals:
1.

2.

Because Associate Members are all professionals and
some are managers, we have asked the Executive
Committee to look at changing the description of the
Associate Membership category, which it is in the process
of doing.
Because all Associate Members attending the mid-year
meeting were attending SIG meetings that related to
their areas of responsibility, none was able to attend the
Associate Member SIG meeting, which was scheduled at
the same time. We have asked that the program planners
for the annual meeting in Boston consider scheduling
the Associate Member SIG meeting for a time when other
SIGS are not meeting—e.g., a breakfast meeting.

We encourage all regular members of ACLEA to give full
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ACLEA announces the
CLE Worldwide Listserv!
This new public listserv is designed as an open forum to discuss
issues affecting continuing legal education providers across North
America and around the world. The listserv is open to all CLE
professionals and legal publishers, whether currently members of
ACLEA or not. We envision this listserv as a means for ACLEA to
promote industry standards for CLE programming and publications,
ethics and professionalism among CLE providers and publishers, and
ACLEA itself as the network for CLE professionals…worldwide. To
subscribe to the listserv, send an email to aclea@aclea.org.

Be Revolutionary in

BOSTON

ACLEA’S 47TH ANNUAL MEETING

The Westin Copley Place • July 30—August 2, 2011
Join us as we start a CLE Revolution in Boston!
Come to ACLEA’s 47th Annual Meeting and you’ll attend great programs, experience unique session formats and
learn how to put into practice the dozens of innovative ideas you’re sure to bring home with you.
Rewnew old acquaintances and build new relationships as we enjoy the best this fantastic city has to offer at
The Westin Copley Place.
We can’t wait to see you in Boston!

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
•
•

•

ACLEA’s first “UnConference” on July 30th.
Multiple sessions focusing on using mobile devices
to market your products, deliver your content and
improve your customer experience.
A fast-paced “Best of CLE” session with thirty of
your peers sharing their best CLE tips, tricks and
great ideas.

•
•
•

Finding new audiences for your existing products.
Managing your culture, your people (including your
board) and your projects.
Sessions on Quality Control, Game Theory, Adult
Learning, Stupid CLE Tricks and more!
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A Special Thank You to ACLEA’s San Francisco
Meeting Sponsors and Exhibitors!
Affinity-HMU Consulting

Copper Conferencing

Paul Unger
1405 Dublin Rd., Suite 100
Columbus, OH 43016
punger@affinityconsulting.com

BJ Bates
12202 Airport Way, Suite 140
Brownfield, CO 80021
sales@copperconferencing.com

Affinity Consulting has been helping our clients automate
their law practices for over ten years. The needs of our clients
continuously drive the content within our CLE seminar
portfolio to be targeted to the most immediate needs
of the legal community. We provide relevant, practical,
and entertaining CLE seminars focused on law practice
management and legal technologies, in plain English.
Whenever possible, the actual technology is demonstrated
live. We have a catalog of 50+ topics we speak on—all of
which have already received CLE approval in one or more
states.

Have you met BJ? Talk to BJ about your ACLEA-approved
audio and web conferencing solution with exclusive pricing
just for ACLEA members. At Copper Conferencing we
work with you to find a conferencing solution that fits your
business needs. And, our easy-to-use online customer portal
gives you 24/7 access to recordings, reports, billing codes,
and much more. Contact BJ at 866.903.7521 or sales@
copperconferencing.com.

Casemaker
Linda Franklin
3401 Montcrest Rd.
Columbia, SC 29201
lfranklin@lawriter.net
Casemaker offers federated searches of case law, codes,
statutes, and CLE materials, hyperlinked and integrated
including presentation and management of video streaming.
CLE Netshows, LLC
Stuart Teicher
2 Winchester Drive, Suite 201
East Brunswick, NJ 08816
stuart@sit-law.com
Sean Carter and Stuart Teicher bring you the most innovative
web-based CLE on the market! CLE Netshows provides
humorous and captivating online programming that any
provider could offer to their customers. It’s the shows!
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CRMCulture, LLC
Steve Roch
685 South Arthur Avenue, Suite 9
Louisville, CO 80027
steve.roch@crmculture.com
CRMCulture offers a modern, full featured software
application – CRM for CLE – to manage seminars/
programs, speakers, publications, credits, and orders, and
provide full featured accounting tools for CLE providers.
CRM for CLE is the only application, designed specifically
for CLE organizations by notable ACLEA members NITA,
LESA, Georgetown Law, and Rocky Mountain Mineral Law
Foundation, to manage all aspects of a CLE business. Are
you disappointed with your database management software?
CRM for CLE is based on world-class Customer Relationship
Management software, and is recognized by Microsoft as
the “Integration Partner of the Year” for its integration with
Microsoft Outlook and Office.

Sponsors and Exhibitors...continued

Delaware North Yosemite National Park
& Tenaya Lodge at Yosemite
Ursa Stearns
1122 Hwy 41
Fish Camp, CA 93623
ustearns@dncinc.com
Tenaya Lodge at Yosemite and Yosemite National Park Hotels
offer a meeting experience removed from the distractions
of the office boardroom. Our conference facilities offer a
variety of 30,000 square feet of indoor/outdoor space,
comprehensive audiovisual equipment, and multiple dining
and catering options. The unique setting also allows for
unforgettable teambuilding and group activities with towering
pines, thundering waterfalls, and majestic granite peaks as
your backdrop.

InReach Legal
Heather Eilers
5700 South Mopac Ste. C310
Austin, TX 78749
heilers@inreachce.com
InReach is the leading provider of continuing education
management solutions. The first and most widely used
solution for bringing accredited CE online, InReach
technology, services, and experience have helped hundreds
of organizations expand their continuing education programs
beyond in-person events. Over the last ten years, the legal
community has successfully leveraged InReach to produce,
manage, distribute, and profit from successful distance
learning programs—with minimal effort, cost, or risk. Today,
InReach is the leading provider of CLE management solutions
and services in the U.S. For more information contact us at
(888) 892-7676 or visit us at www.inreachce.com.

The Galan Law Firm, P.C.
Tommy Galan
1580 74th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11228
galanlaw@aol.com
Improv(ed) Legal Skills is an interactive continuing
legal education experience where attorneys learn how
the techniques of improvisation will give them an edge
in communication, public speaking, dealing with the
unexpected, and more.
How To Manage a Small Law Firm.com
R. John Robins
3109 Grand Avenue #188
Miami, FL 33137
rjon@HowToManageASmallLawFirm.com
How To Manage a Small Law Firm.com provides the
most instantly useable full-day CLE workshop on how to
professionally, ethically, and profitably manage, market,
and start-up a solo or small law firm, sponsored by Microsoft
and Lexis-Nexis for Word.

Internet for Lawyers
Carole Levitt
1024 Cristanos Dr.
Bernalillo, NM 87004
clevitt@netforlawyers.com
For over ten years, Internet For Lawyers (IFL) has been
teaching lawyers how to become Cybersleuths by using free
and low-cost investigative Internet resources, from Google
and social networking sites to public record sites and more.
IFL’s turn-key CLE seminars, always evaluated by lawyers
as the most useful and entertaining seminar they’ve ever
attended, also cover technology tools and tips for lawyers,
and one hour of ethics can be added to any all-day seminar.
Company principals Carole Levitt, JD, MLS, and Mark Rosch
are recognized experts in using the Internet and technology in
the practice of law and are ABA authors. They have partnered
with many bar associations to conduct all-day seminars
and also shorter seminars at the bars’ annual meetings and
solo and small firm conferences. Carole and Mark have also
spoken at various technology conferences (e.g., the ABA
Tech Show and Legal Tech) and presented to law firms,
government agencies, and corporations. They have written
for various publications, including Los Angeles Lawyer, Law
Technology News, Texas Reporter, Legal Information Alert,
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LLRX.com, and FindLaw.com, and have been interviewed by
numerous others such as USA Today, The Wall Street Journal,
California Lawyer, Lawyer’s Weekly USA, and Law.com. Carole
and Mark have authored many books for the ABA: two
editions of The Lawyer’s Guide to Fact Finding on the Internet
(2003 and 2006); Find Info Like a Pro: Mining the Internet’s
Publicly Available Resources for Investigative Research, V. 1
(2010); Google for Lawyers (2010); and eleven editions of The
Cybersleuth’s Guide to the Internet. They are currently working
on V. 2 of Find Info Like a Pro: Mining the Internet’s Public
Records for Investigative Research.
Literature for Lifelong Learning
Tim Baland
40397 Blanche Creek Road
Battle Lake, MN 56515
tjbaland@yahoo.com
Literature for Lifelong Learning provides unique, interactive,
literature based ethics and professional responsibility CLE
discussion programs.
Madison Commercial Real Estate Services
Keren Peters
1125 Ocean Ave.
Lakewood, NJ 08701
kpeters@madisoncres.com
Madison Learning Center (MLC) provides complimentary
seminars to Bar Associations for their real estate and tax
sections on topics including Financial Due Diligence, CAM
Audits, 1031 Exchanges, Distressed Asset Acquisitions, Cost
Segregation, etc. These one, two, and three-hour seminars are
approved for CLE credit in most states. Presenters are either
CPAs or attorneys, and are foremost experts in their field.
For more information or to request a seminar, contact Keren
Peters, Director of Educational Programs at 877-Edu-Ctr1
(877-338-2871) or 848-525-8200, or via email at education@
madisonlearningcenter.com.
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Marc Garfinkle Seminars, LLC
Mark Garfinkle
2070 Millburn Avenue, Suite #1
Maplewood, NJ 07040
marc.garfinkle@gmail.com
Marc Garfinkle, author of “$olo Contendere: How to Go
Directly from Law School into the Practice of Law—Without
Getting a Job,” went solo in San Francisco right out of law
school over thirty years ago. Now on the East coast, he is
still a practicing trial lawyer and law professor. Today Marc
Garfinkle Seminars, LLC offers CLE and training for attorneys
and law students, with programs about going solo, “bridging
the gap,” and legal ethics. We will build a program around
your needs. Educational and entertaining, our seminars,
workshops, and CLE stand out for their freshness and honesty.
Micron Systems, Inc.
Johanna Zuleta
266 Harristown Road, Suite 200
Glen Rock, NJ 07452
jzuleta@micronsystems.com
Micron Systems is the leading developer of web-based
software solutions for legal recruiting and professional
development. LawCruit, CE Manager, Top Performance,
and xPress Reporting are focused on superior design and
functionality, delivering comprehensive solutions that keep
today’s law firms competitive, cost-effective, and efficient.
LawCruit—applicant tracking and recruiting software with
summer associate management features... a recruiter’s best
friend! CE Manager—CLE tracking management for your
attorneys and clients with LMS features, including E-learning
and learning tracks! Top Performance—create performance
evaluations for your attorneys and staff... capture insightful
metrics for employee retention! xPress Reporting—build realtime, custom reports on demand, from any data in LawCruit,
CE Manager, or Top Performance! Visit us at
www.micronsystems.com for more information.

Sponsors and Exhibitors...continued

Periaktos productions

Rocket Matter, LLC

Anna Marie Thatcher
3213 West Main St. #272
Rapid City, SD 57702
productions@periaktos.com

Larry Port
7601 N. Federal Hwy #265A
Boca Raton, FL 33487
Larry@rocketmatter.com

Periaktos Productions is the DRAMATIC difference in CLETM…
live “CLE Theatre” performances and webcasts that focus on
ethics and professionalism. We are national presenters with
innovative programs that entertain, educate and enlighten!
Visit with us at our booth at ACLEA in San Francisco or check
out our websites, http://www.periaktos.com and
http://periaktos.bizvision.com, for descriptions and to preview
videos of programs.

Rocket Matter provides continuing legal education, online
practice management, and time tracking software for small
to mid-sized law firms. Our award-winning articles on legal
business processes, law firm technology, and personal
productivity techniques have been featured extensively
in legal publications including Legal Management, Law
Technology News, Law Practice Today, ILTA’s Peer to Peer,
Lawyerist, FindLaw, Chicago Lawyer, and others. Our Monthly
CLE Webinars have been attended by thousands of legal
professionals since their debut in April 2009, and we’re proud
to launch our online CLE portal, Rocket CLE. Additionally,
Rocket Matter maintains the highly regarded blog Legal
Productivity, which has been called “Lifehacker for Lawyers.”

Phoenix realty advisors
Anna Robinson
4539 N. 22nd St, Ste 207
Phoenix, AZ 85016
anna@phoenixrealtyadvisors.com
Phoenix Realty Advisors represents a group of speakers
for Commercial Real Estate CLE. If you are a real estate
attorney, if you give your clients legal advice about real estate,
or if you are a managing partner or a CLO, you will benefit from
our CLE class. It is designed to provide a better understanding
of the commercial real estate market and the key terms,
phrases, and concepts that protect you and your clients in
commercial real estate transactions, as well as the expense
provisions of the lease and how landlords use that language to
overbill tenants. The typical presentation is four to five hours
and is presented by four to five commercial real estate experts.
Robert musante’s seminars
Robert Musante
P.O. Box 529
Alamo, CA 94509
musante@killerdepo.com
Robert Musante’s Seminars presents seven deposition crossexamination seminars. Relevant to every litigator in any type
of lawsuit, these seminars have earned rave reviews from
more than 35,000 litigators in 41 states. Eighty litigation
firms, 11 offices of state attorneys general, and 60 CLE
organizations have sponsored these uniquely valuable and
remarkably entertaining programs.
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